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RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

- Fall Semester 2017
  - Risk Management Committee Re-Engaged
  - Annual agenda set
  - Initial refresh of Crisis Management Plan Implemented
RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

• Spring Semester
  • Rave Alert system implemented
  • Crisis Management Plan updated to include alert system, non-emergency violent threats
  • Vulnerability Audit Conducted
RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Summer 2018

- Results from Vulnerability Audit reviewed, responses to questions from audit compiled and shared with consultant
- Risk Management Committee determined timing of Crisis Scenario, Senior Staff authorized Oct. 26
- Table Top Exercise Conducted
TABLE TOP EXERCISE OBJECTIVES

• Validate key elements of the Unity Crisis Management Plan by discussing notification protocols and redundancies including considerations for a campus-wide emergency notification engaging internal (UC Alert System, RAVE, etc.) and external communication to stakeholders.

• Identify the functional requirements to manage a Unity crisis and validate or discuss modifications to Crisis Management Team roles and responsibilities.

• Increase and improve the readiness of the Crisis Management Team through cooperative and collaborative problem-solving.

• Identify and discuss considerations for the evacuation of the Unity campus, including visitors.
RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

• Fall 2018
  • Lessons from Tabletop Exercise to be Included in New Crisis Management Plan, Training to be completed
  • October 26: Full-scale, College Wide, Crisis Scenario Exercise to be Conducted
  • Risk Management Committee to Evaluate and Write Follow-up on Fall Exercise
  • Senior Staff to Evaluate and Follow-Up on Fall Exercise as Necessary

• Winter 2019
  • Campus-wide Presentation on:
    • Fall Exercise Recap
    • Revised Crisis Management Plan
    • Next Steps
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Crisis Scenario Exercise

- A campus-wide exercise to evaluate and improve our emergency operations plan.
- October 26, 2018 8:00am-8:00pm
- Main campus and Field of Dreams
- Registered participants representing Unity faculty, staff, student groups and local stakeholders.
- A simulated weather event and a few other simulated disruptions will be presented to the exercise participants for them to evaluate and to determine the best course of action.
Crisis Scenario Exercise

- Exercise evaluators, controllers, and observers will help maximize the learning outcomes for the college.
- Communications Plan inclusive of dates and constituents will be shared by September 17th.
- Some advance information may be deliberately withheld to ensure integrity of the exercise.
CRISIS SCENARIO EXERCISE

• Do you have questions about the exercise?
  • Answers will be shared with the campus by September 17.
  • Submit questions online at: http://bit.ly/2Bu30Rd

• Are we expecting students to be involved? Will operations be as normal that day and people participate as they choose? Or will the entire day be restructured based on the event? Will people be allowed to leave campus during the exercise? Why this particular type of event?